Proper Care of ATL Security Badge

Below are a few tips to properly care for your ATL security badge:

- Do not bend your badge.
- Do not expose your badge to direct sunlight or heat.
- Do not expose your badge to electrostatic discharge. Its internal integrated circuit can be destroyed by static electricity.
- Do not expose the badge to extreme magnetic fields. These can erase a chip’s programming, rendering it unusable.
- Do not cover, conceal or alter any information on your badge. You are not allowed to modify the badge under any circumstances.
- Maintain control of your badge at all times. Do not leave it where it can be misplaced, damaged or stolen.

Consequences for non-compliance:

- Badges that are expired, broken or faded are subject to confiscation.
- Employers and/or employees are responsible for all costs associated with damaged badges.

Remember, Security is Everyone’s Business!